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The Electron Screening Effect 
Corollary Impacts on Toll Collection

Presented by Philip Underhill

σ(E)=e−2πη S(E)/E 
 Where E is the center-of-mass energy of the reacting nuclei “1” and “2”, η = ER/E, ER = (Z1Z2e2) 2 m12/22, (2) Zj e is the 

charge of nucleus “j”, e is the elementary charge, m12 = m1m2/(m1 + m2) is the reduced mass, and S(E) is a function called 
“astrophysical factor.” 

 Then the reaction rate (the number of fusion events per unit time in unit volume) in the absence of plasma screening is given
by R12 = w12 n1n2 2 m12  ∞ 0 e−2πηS(E) w(E) dE ∞ 0 w(E) √ E dE

 Where nj is the number density of the ions of type “j”, w(E) is the statistical distribution function of the centerof-mass 
energies of the reacting nuclei, and the factor w12 accounts for statistics: w12 = 1 2 , if nuclei “1” and “2” are 
identical; otherwise w12 =

 With Boltzmann statistics, w(E) = wB(E) ≡ T −1 exp(−E/T), where T is temperature in energy units. In order to take the 
plasma screening into account, it is convenient to write the radial pair-distribution function for ions in the form [14] g12(r) 
= exp  − Z1Z2e2/rT exp  H12(r)/T
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Simple Equations Help Us Understand 
Potential Toll Road Impacts
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There are Uncertain Effects 
with the Rise of Shared 
Autonomous Vehicles

Dec 14, 2017

UT NEWS





What are 
the perceived 
challenges 
of tolling in 
shared 
vehicles?

Carpools: No option to charge multiple 
tolling accounts 

TOLL AUTHORITY

Identifying toll road users who are not 
vehicle’s registered owner

Shared vehicle platform does not 
guarantee toll payment 



What are 
the perceived 
challenges 
of tolling in 
shared 
vehicles?

REGISTERED OWNER

Incurring toll violations

Maintaining/funding multiple
tolling accounts

Inability to charge passengers
for tolls



What are 
the perceived 
challenges 
of tolling in 
shared 
vehicles?

RIDER(S)

Who do I contact when I have a 
problem?

No business relationship with any toll 
operator – How do I pay?

How can toll costs be equitably shared 
with other passengers



Toll payment guaranteed Toll payment guaranteed 

Car Share
Ride Share Rental Car

Driver is registered owner Rental operator is registered owner

Passenger(s) responsible for 
tolls during ride share

Rental customer responsible for 
tolls during rental period

Cashless tolling possible outside 
of home region

Cashless tolling possible outside 
of home region



Toll accounts 
centralized into 
one national 
program

Rental customer 
identified 

Cashless tolling 
enabled for 
rental customers 
– toll payment 
guaranteed

Customer’s 
credit card 
charged 

Plates registered 
with 
participating toll 
authorities



Rental Car
TOLLING AND VIOLATIONS



6Million
Rental and Fleet Vehicles



200M
Tolls Processed Annually



$460M+
Tolls Processed Annually



What can we solve
together next?
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